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ABSTRACT

We describe two case; in which constitutive laws for deformation kinetics are
available that are both physically well founded and experimentally well obeyed.
New experiments on A1-M5 alloys, in the regime of viscous deformation, fit the
solute drift equation very well, with n-3 and QD unadjustable; they do not fit
the solute drag model. The high-stress regime, as well as all data for pure
copper, fit the model of hardening and dynamic recovery, at loaat up to temp-
eratures of 0.6 Tm. In both cases, dynamic recrystallization occurs at h~~h
temperatures, It seams to follow rather than determine the deformation kinetics

1. INTRODUCTION
Constitutive Relations describe the response of a material to ~mposecf

boundary conditions; in the present context, to imposed stresses or strain
rates, at a prescribed temperature. While the material ❑icrostructure is oft[!n
implirit in tt~ephysical basis that led to the fcrrmulatlon and lends it sorer
degree of confidence evcl]beyond the measured range, the constitutive relat~or)s

themselves are not concerned wicl)t}lemetallurgical enclproduct. In this sense,
recrystallization is considered here only to tho eytc+nt it influences ttl~’
mechanical respo[lse. Grain size does not enter the macroscopic rel.nt.ionsii~t]]{!
regimes wc are describing; t-e:xturodoes, and we will usc its effects without
treati:)gt.tlemin detail Dislocatior\s densiti~s and arrangements do ~otit.r~,)\lt~

to kfrlctlcs directly, MS well n~ to hardening and softaning processes; tl)(’
latter will, howev(>r, bo treatpd by the equivalent tnncroscoplc state paramrt(~rs

Al 1 expor{mrnts reported lrtthe following:,w(*reun(iertak~n hy proscril)i;)y,n
Cor]stnrlttI\le st.rfiilirate in compre~sion, under col~ditions whero friction di(l
rm: tiffoctoithor th(~shi~pIIof tliosamp]o or the utross ntrain bmhavlor 1‘2 TIl{’
eqtlivfilctl(’c, iri pI”!tK’jplc, hetweer) impoHed-strajii r’ntc and iarpoxod-str(’sx
(“c:ravl~”)hct)avlor is now p,erlor~llyacc~pteds, dliforctwnti that.mny hc impf)rtfit)t

are moro III tt)t’nnturo of evAluntlorl pt-orcjdlll”es(s[l(’ha?4 (Ilcextt-npolullo~lto
“b’~~dv UtRt O”) ~t)fi0( tlIC rAI)p,v of’ Vf{r tnlll(~!:mxllm\1)(*(1 Wr will empll:t!~lz{’
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2. THE REGI14FOF VISCOUS DISLOCATION MOTION
This case is a ❑odeler’s dream come.true: it is possible, on the basis of

well founded ❑icroscopic mechanisms, to derive a quantitative constitutive
relation that is verified experimentally over a substantial range of variables;
and it should hold for a whole class of materials. It la a well-worked case4-’2;
the only reason it is presented here Is that we have a new set of ex eriments on

1’A1-Mg alloys (originally undertaken to study texture development ); and our
quantitative evaluation clearly fsvors one variant of the extant kinetic laws.

2.1 Kinetic Law

The class of m~terials and conditions for which this model applies (which
has been labeled “C1’.SS A“ behaviorl” is distinguished, on the microscopic
scale, by continuous ❑otion of dislocations accompanied by diffusion of solute.
The assumption of essentially scraighc dislocations (since one type of
dislocation, the edge, moves ❑uch ❑ore slowly than the other), all of which are
moving, justifies the kinematic equation

c-bpv (1)

for the whole assembly of dislocations. ls (~: strain rate; b: amount of Burgers
vector; p: dislocation density; v: dislocation velocity. ) It is of little
effect on the result whether the dislocations only glide or also climb; we leave
open, for now, what the tensor character of i may be.

The only interaction between dislocations is that between parallel edges
moving in opposite directions which, in consort with Eq. 1, leads to a stead.v-

state dislocation density

P a (o/@)2

(o: applied stress; p: shear modulus). The proportionality factor depends on
the details of the dislocation arrangement and on elastic anisotropyis; it is of
order 10.

The dislocation velocity is, by assumption, linked to a diffusive mobility:

(D: dlft’uslon co~tf;cient; kT: tcrnpv:~llure in energy units, ) ob is the driviTI~,

for~c, p(,r unft length of dislocutioll, and the. extra b is th~ unit ndv;lncr
distance. Tllc reliltlorl (3) muy further depend on the dntalled assumption% mad(’
about the solutr dislocatiol~ interaction; it is an old argument whcthi?r thrrt’
should bc aIl (Extru term proportlona] to (kT/pbS)2/c (c.:concentration), WII!(<II
would invert tlIcJexl)liclt tcmpcrnturr dcptqndrllc(fin Eq. 3,4,0,9,11

Comt)inilLloll of IOqs. 1, 2, n:)tl3 ~,lvrsthr kinrtic law



2.) Viscous Defermati.on in Al Mg.

There have been ❑any investigations of this case10’12’16-20. Figure 1
presents new data for two A1-Hg alloys, 2.3 and 5.2 at%, both prepared in the
same way by Al..CAN. They are essentially pure binary alloys, with the addition
of 0.007 mol% of TiBz, which is in a particulate dispersion at the Erain bound-
aries. The grain size was about 100P, the samples were 12.7 mm in diameter,
17.0 mmhigh.z The data are plotted as suggested by Eq. 4. The principal point
of a kinetic law is that it combines the temperature and ntrain-rate dependence
of the stress into a single variable: all points for different T and i com-
binations for one ❑aterial ❑ust fall on a single cume. This variable is, for
the presant case, essentially the i!ener-Holomon parameter, which is plotted
(with a small correction according to Eq. 4) logarithmically along the abscissa.

We first notice that indeed the points for different combinations of T and
f overlap and form a single curve, This attests primarily to the fnct that the
activation energy of diffusion, as independently ❑easured, not adjustable,
serves to unify the data. Second, we emphasize that the line is straigh:. over
most of the regime plotted, and a stress exponent of 3 fits all data, exc~pt at
the highest stresses, very well, This is the ❑ost non-negotiable aspect of Eq.
4: the stress expo~ent ❑ust be 3, Minor, but nevertheless crucial aspects of
the plot in Fig, 1 are that we did take account of the temperature dependence of

v- which is essential for high-temperature deformation even ❑ore than for low

temperatures: it has helped bring about the good match between experiment and
theory.’ As the diffusion coefficient, it can be independently ❑easured. W
have taken for K the relevant combinat.ion’3 for pure ●luminum’, in thp
assumption that at least the temperature dependence should be similar.

Finally, the abscissa incorporates the explicit temperature dependent’! of
the pre-exponential in Eq. 4 and this, too, helped the fit. Some ❑odels in
which the dislocation is presumed to drag a cloud of solutes behind it4’e’1]
arrive at a pre-exponential term that depends on temperature in a different wn~.
To test the sensitivity of the plot to this difference, Fig. 2 shows the data
for the.20 alloy plotted both ways: it serves as a nice illustration of how thu
data do not fall on a afng:e CUIVV when yOII do not have &ha right law, 11)

addition, a “fit” through the “wrong” plot Aould give an expcnent not~crubly
higher than 3. We must thus conclude that this t]pe of drag model is 1101
applicable to the present case, and that the .sImpledrift model’ of Eq. L (wl){cll
has HISO widely heeII favored in experimental ovcrv~ews’) iG in fact bu!tul
Tl~jsassrrt[oll Is col)firmed by the obscrvutioll that the two compositions a~lpo.lr
to full 01) tllrSaint’curve in Fig, 1, While wc did fj.nda 6S strrss dIff4’rrlIrf’
Letweellour two nllovs in one dlrtct comparison under identical coIIditIons, IIII!;

fulls f’arshort of the depcnclenru clalmed I)v tllodrag models. (The horizotir;li
disttirlc~ ~~rtwc’(’11 Ltl~ CUtVCS WOllld tlfJV(’ to t)v ().14 in the Ull!tS Of ~1~.. ]).
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~3 Dvnamic Recrvstall ization in Al-M&
And now comes the surprise: every one of the specimens shown in Fig, 1

showed clear signs of dynamic recrystallization: at the hi&her stresses,
partial, at the lower stresses, full. (The one in brackets Is marginal.) This
has been documented by both ❑icrostructure and texture observations, and by the
difference to the behavior in static annealing after deformation. Humphreys and
coworkers20 had observed the partial. recrystallization as serrated grain bound-
aritis, and they saw what they termed pro~ressive lattice rotations rather than
“conventional” dynamic recrystallization.

The ❑ost striking effect of dynamic recrystallization in A1-14g is the
de~’elopmentof a cube fiber texture: partial at the higher stresses (marginal at
the higliest); full, and only, at the lower ones,= We do not believe that this
texture could be a consequence of deformation alone . We had expected a
preference for (100) in tension, on the basis Oi-the single crystal experiments
by Otsuka and Horiuchi22: we have indeed observed this. But it is inconceivable
that the same mechanism of glide (or glide-and-climb) can lead to the same
texture under opposite signs of deformation.

Another usual aspect of dynamic recrystallization is oscillations in the

stress strain curves. Close scrutiny in fact reveals ❑ild oscillations, at
least in some cases. Figure 3 shows some of the stress strain curves (evcI]at
the lower temperatures, which we will discuss later) for A1-2%Mg, Look at tht’
curve just below the one with the (o) sign: the clear, more-or-less periodic
oscillations illthe superimposed smooched curve may well be caused by periodic
deviations in a process of dynamic r’ecrystallizati,r’ that is not xeal.lysteady.

If the dynamic recrystallization had been observed first, one might well
have surmised that the steady-state deformation was a consequence of a baianct’
between hardening and softening mechanisms, The kinetics would have invo!ved
some diffusion coefficient (although presumably not the same one); but it
stretches credulity to perceive that the complete and qu:+nt~tative fit wit}l Eq.

4 <wjth a single adjustable constant that does come out in the right mag[litudt.)
is a completr ticci(ient:thut its real cause is dynamic recrystallizati~~~. Th{
Conrluslcrl we see ourselves driven to is that dynamic recrysta]li.zutiol,,;~t
least illthis CHSC, is SIIancillary effect; it does not caus~ the stsess/st.riIill
kinetics. lnc~(tentnlly, dy:~amicrecrystallization did Also occur in the sam}~lcv

at the’lli#leststresses displayed in ~iF,.1, CVCIIthough ~q. 4 no longer holds,
OIIemole feut[lrt,of Fiy, j deserved mention: somo of ttlecurves (tilldiro(l

(1’ilCCS) ~r(’ smooth, somc~ firv Jerky. AI the high stresses, the jerky cIIIvr:.
I)(!1or)!,to Lh(’ciyrlnmi{ straitl-ap,itlg rt’gimt’, Stirrourld(’d by a Sm’)oth one at)uv(” ar)(i

01)(,or two smo;)tt) OIIL,S l)cl(~w ~~lt Wtly 010 [t)(* ]OW-StLf3SS CL1l-V@S Jrrky’? Wt’
cilTIK)O( T(ll (, f)(lt ~ Ill(i(’llil)f. ef f“er’t. (due ro impcrfert servo-co!!trol), but it s(’1’111’:

UII! ikely, SiIIL”(Is(lm[,CUIVCS m-(’ iIIdvcd smootl~. Is thert’ som~’ Jerkv ns~l(ff lo
viscous (Ict(~l-mtltiLJII--(JI-[0 ttllsp~lutirular kiII(lOf (!yrl(lmi(rt~clv~t[illlr.~l[l{l!l’
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3. THE STRAIN HARDENING REGIME
There is another part of the mechanical response of single-phase poly -

cryscalline c“ubic ❑etals for which a well-founded and verified constitutive
relation exists. Its defining featurezs is that the initial hardening rate is a
constant, small fraction of the shear ❑odulus (associated with a geometrical-
statistical storage of some of the moving dislocations), followed by dynamic
recovery (the thermally activated rearrangement of all the previously stored
dislocations). This regime is normally identified with low-temperature behavior;
the reason we review it here is that it holds to rather high (or “intermediate”)
temperatures .24 We will discuss it in some detail for pure Cu, but first usc
the insight gained there to describe the high-stress regime In A1-2Wlg.
3,1 Strain HardeniU~ E in Al-u

Figure 3 exhibits the feature of a constant initial strain hardening rate

clearly for all the higher-stress curves. (This initial value of do/de is 0.06v
for the curves that do not exhibit dynamic strain aging, 0.08 1A for those that
do.25) There is just one cume, (o), that has a finite but different initial
hardening rate; it is the same curve that did not fit within the viscous
deformation model and was ❑arginal in the dynamic recrystallization aspects.

The rate and temperature dependence in this regime is still due to thermal
activation, but now at discrete points. The activation energy is not related LO
diffusion, and it is inherently stress dependent. If we call quantify this
stress dependence of AC by a normalized function g(o/W), the kinetic ltIW is.

[
f - &o l?xp- & g(;)

kT 1
wl~cre iO may safely be assumed coustanri’: it
Zener-Holomu-r~ptiramcer inasmuch as it is chosen
temperature dcpcnden~ies. It is again important

(5)

takes the place of QD in the
such a~ to unify the rate and
to inco~porate the T-dependence”

of ~, this tim~’also in the temper-atureSC81eisIs. Figure 4 is a plot based on
this equation: the actual observed curve describes the stress depende.ncc of th~)
acrivat.iollen(:rfiy,which is not usually known with sufficient confidence.

Figure 4 Snows the yield stress OY
fox the hard~lllin~,regime in A1-2%Mg, wiLII
the characteristic hum~l in tile dynnm{c

slraill-up,IIly, rnl~f,u At t h($ I,OW(’I’
Stresses, it] thu no-htirdeninp, reglmo , oy
{s t 11(’ .snmc tls t)l(’ st.elidv-stu[4? flow
Stl”t, s!;, ml p[)ii)ts ttirl”c arc tl)(~snm(, n::

1})os(” iII FiF.!;, I UII(l 7 (op(III symt:ols);

[Ilry Clt*l:l[lll!;[l“Jltr ap,nii) Lh:lf Lh[l ~T,i]-
drprlldrll(.1,l% II()(urllf’lcdif yotlilnv(~111(’
W1-,)lly,plo[ Tll(’stlL’s!:(l!il;lt)(llod(JS!;CIII(’
[!,(,t(Inll){’lill{Iti, 1111(1rn!(I d(tp(’l)dr’11(’[~ () !
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In summary, the behavior of A1-Mg alloys can be described in terms of one
or che other of two well-known mechanisms over the entire stress range down to
lo-~p, The single curve that does not fall precisely in either regime (at 282”L
- 0.6 TM) and 10-3s-~ ) does not warrant a separate mechanism, such as a power
law with adjustable n and Q; in fact, it fits well enough in the hardening type.
~&2 Strain Hardeninv and Dyn@mic Recov~n Pure COP~

Figure 5 shows a set of stress strain curves from compressi~n experiments
on OFE copper (grain size =100p.m) for a range of temperatures at a strain rate
of 10-3s-1; other strain rates, from 10-4 to 1 s-l were also Investigated.1 The
only curve in Fig. 5 for which the initial hardening rate is not the same is
the absolutely lowest one, at 700*C. (The ones, not shown, at 700”C but higher
strain rates do fit with others.) For some of the high-temperature curves, one
might not have discovered this ccnstant initial hardening rate If one did not
have the backdrop of the low-temperature behavior; but with this experience, the
high-temperature da~a can be honestly analyzed in terms of the same initial
hardening rate, One may use this as a definition of the “yield stress” at high
temperatures and comes out with pleasing results.

The other common feature of this regime is that the hardening rate
decreases linearly with stress, at least initially. If this were true for the
entire range of stresses, it would correspond to the Vote law. At hardening
rates less than about half the initial value, clear deviations from the Vote law
have been frequently obser#ed27; their description and interpretation is still
being widely investigated, and is not of concern here. b\at is of interest is
that the rate of initial decay of the strain-hardening rate depends sensitively
on temperature and strain rate. One may quantify this dependence in terms of a
“scaling stress” 0s: the saturation]stress that wou?.dba reached if the Vote law
held throughout the range, It is a measure of the rate of “dynamic recovery”,
and the quantity we plotted in Fig. 4.

Illinterpreting t-hes~,strain-hardening data for polycrystalline materials,
one should t~ke account of the changing texture, which influences the geometric
relation between the observed macroscopic behavior and the “physical” response
of the representative grain. For copper, we have done so by postulating a
certain (difterel)tial)hardening law ]n terms of resolved shear ctress vs s})ea~
sr~airl 01) all slip sytems in all grains, calculating the macroscopic curve oll
the basis of the Los Alamos p~~lycrystal plasticity (LApp) simulation code~a, a~](l
thr’11 varyir,g Lllelocally assumed response until the ❑acroscopic experiments ar(’
rnatc}~ed We usef! IllCil!;U~Cll i~litial textures as input to the simulation
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Uich a shear hardening rate was 0.0045 p, the resulting values of the Vote
stress TV (the equivalent of os above, but in shear, and In excess of the yield
stress), normalized by V, is plotted logarithmically as the ordinate in Fig. 6.
For the abscissa, we again plot the normalized activation energy, assuming a
constant value of 60-107s-1 . It is seen that this achieves the desired goal of
putting ali combinations of temperature and strain rate on the same curve. The
point in brackets, at the lowest stress, is the one for which evaluation CC Tv
was not straight-forward because the initial hardening slope was clearly less
than the standard for this regime. Even disregarding this point, the highest
temperature for which the single constitutive law holds is still 700*C, or 0.65
of the ❑elting temperature Tm, at a strain rate of 10-2s-1 or higher.

If the cuwe in Fig. 6 were a straight line, one could describe the
relation as a power law, albeit with an exponent that continuously varieszo in
proportion to ~bs/kT. But the line is not straight even for the part of the
range in which there are ❑any overlapping points (thus confirming the.utility of
the chosen value of Eo). The variation in fact expresses the stress dependence
of the activation energy AC, There is no reason to expect the line to be
straight: it would correspond to an exact proportionality of M to lOg(Tv) over
the entire range, for which there is no physical basis.so

A semi-phenoroenoloeical expression for the activation energy of glide (not
dynaqic recovery) has been proposed previously and successfully used in many
applications .is’s* We recently discussed that the dislocation processes in
dynamic recovery ❑ay weli be closely linked to those that control the flow
stress , since they are essentially delayed forward flow.2m Using the same type

of expression, we have found that the curve in Fig. 6 is well represented by the
superimposed line,

AG - [1kT ln~ -066 ~bs
c [‘ - [-13’412 (6)

but the exponents may be more general.

in Fig. 5, dynamic rncrystallizatloll
quantitative description of the oscill-

vhere the numerical values hold for Cu,
3,3 Dvrram ~c-stall~ ~atMIdM4

As is seen by the oscillations
occurred at all the lower stresses. A
ations has eluded us so farsz; but the _steady-state stress that they appro:icll
exhibits an interesting behavior, We hnvc determined it directly from the
experiments , th[!rlapplied the same ratio of ~/o that had proven successful for
Iv, al~dplotted the res~l?ing If/p in Fig. 6 (symbols +,x,*,#). They follow tht’
same,kind of law as if,for most Gf the regime. (The first +, which is noticr-
at)lyhighrr thatlTV, corresponds to the only single-peak curve in the lot.)

This meal]::~l~at ccrtuiill~ the appearance of dynamic recrystallizatior~ is
not t-olltrollrdby tllrdiffusion corfflcicli~, and should therefore not tIuurlll it’~1

A(’llll”d[: q’, 1(I (lI;, Z~.Il~,i-H[]lulncJ:] pntumv[{”t . We fiIsL aSSIJJnG.Ids2 t~ltit ~ Sll~’5~

dv}lclldf.11[ JII.I lVilt i(~ll en(,r~,y mu!;t t]e cunt]olllnu d~namic recrystallizati(m, ns II

C(JII! ~OIS [Isllillfll(’ rr[’ov(’l”y TIIV inte~cstlr~~, altcrnntlve, iII view of tl’(’ ~~’(’~’~’

r{):;lil t :; III A1-M~, n]l(~ys, is L}]ilt dyrulml(. rcct’ystnl

nlll’lll:ll”y (’ff(*cl,ll(~t(IllIt)flt.lifiil(lcllt muchnll!srn t

r(15}I(IIIsLI I II ;IIIy rr~,im(’



stresses. (At lower stresses yet, they may exhibit Harper-Dorn creep, with a
short transition in betweeni5g10). In cases where both mechanisms should hold,
the transition region is quite narrow: there seems little need for any
additional ❑echanism - especially since all these materials show dynamic
recrystallization starting in just abou+ that temperature range.

Dynamic recrystallization itself, while clearly occurring ir,both cases,
does not seem to control the ❑echanical response.

Ackno l=!.gumL.w We are very grateful to Stuart MacEwen and Alcan International
Ltd. (Kingston, Ont.) for specially processing and giving us ample quantities of
A1-Mg alloy material.
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